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PREFACE  

The twenty-five mirrors published in this volume represent a particular strength of  

the Etruscan collection in The Metropolitan Museum of Art, one that would be difficult  

to duplicate today. The first examples were acquired in the late nineteenth century, dur-
ing the directorship of Luigi Palma di Cesnola, before a department of classical anti-
quities was established in 1906. All of the rest came during the curatorial tenure of Gisela  

M. A. Richter who worked at the Museum between 1906 and 1952 and whose appreci-
ation for and interest in Etruscan art is amply demonstrated by the range of her acqui-
sitions and publications in this area. Many of these acquisitions were actually secured  

by John Marshall who acted as the Museum's official purchasing agent in Europe from  

1906 until 1928.  
The impetus to publish the mirrors under the auspices of the Corpus Speculorum  

Etruscorum is due, first of all, to Larissa Bonfante, chairman of the CSE committee in  
the United States and Professor in the Classics Department, New York University, as  

well as to my predecessor in the Greek and Roman Department, Dietrich von Bothmer.  

Professor Bonfante has brought to bear upon the Museum's pieces the full extent of her  

profound knowledge of Etruscan art, culture, and language. In addition, she has suc-
cessfully obtained the funding to finance these specialized and therefore costly publi-
cations. I join her in expressing our thanks to the National Endowment for the  

Humanities, the Getty Grant Program and the Istituto di Studi Etruschi. Within the  

Museum, Deborah Schorsch of the Sherman Fairchild Center for Objects Conservation  

should be singled out for her careful and patient attention to the technical aspects of the  

mirrors. It is a pleasure to record our deep gratitude to curator Joan R. Mertens who has  

coordinated every aspect of this enterprise not only with the author but also with  

Elizabeth Wahle who contributed the meticulous drawings.  

As we prepare the future galleries of Etruscan art in the third and final phase of the  

current reinstallation of the Classical collections, we heartily welcome this publication,  

which stands as an official catalogue although it is not produced by the Museum and  

we express our sincere thanks to all those who have made it possible.  

CARLOS A. Pιcόν  
Curator-in-charge, Department of Greek and Roman Art  

The Metropolitan Museum of Art  



INTRODUCTION 

The collection of Etruscan mirrors in the Metropolitan Museum of Art is one of the  

most valuable and important groups known to us today from several points of view,  

including their fine quality, and the variety and originality of their iconography. When  

they were acquired, it was usually the engraved design on the mirror's reverse that was  

most intriguing. Both collectors and scholars chose Etruscan mirrors because of the  

iconographic interest of the figured decoration, usually representing scenes or figures  

of heroes and divinities from Greek mythology. Related to this interest was the impor-
tance of the inscriptions which accompany and identify the figures represented, pro-
viding "picture bilinguals" (as the Etruscan scholar Pfiffig called them) which con-
tribute to our knowledge of the Etruscan language as well as of Etruscan and Greek  

mythology. Many inscriptions appear on the mirrors of this collection. The people who  

bought the mirrors could choose among the best available, and "best" meant decorated  

with unusual scenes, and with inscriptions. Pictured and clearly labeled on the mirrors  

in this fascicle are the Etruscan equivalents of Achilles, Helen, Odysseus, and Prometheus;  

Peleus and Thetis, Admetus and Alcestis; Zeus or Jupiter, Hera or Juno, Heracles,  

Aphrodite/Venus. Ι Today we also appreciate other features of the collection such as the  

fact that it is well documented, allowing us to trace the past journey of several of the  

mirrors. Several mirrors have provenances (Nos. 6, ancient Falerii; No. 11, Bolsena;  

No. 14, a site between Orvieto and Bolsena); at least one (No. 11) comes from a tomb  

group. Such contexts are an especially valuable feature, since these are often missing  

from antiquities collections of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Some of the  

bibliographies are extensive. Though often the mirror has been only illustrated, rather  

than discussed, the awareness of a mirror's existence is itself of historical interest.  

The early history of the Etruscan collection in the Metropolitan Museum of Art has  

been written by one who knows the material and personalities involved intimately, and  

who in many ways gave the impulse for the publication of the CSE USA fascicles:  

Dietrich von B οthmer.  2  His account of the early years of the Museum's collection of clas-
sical antiquities describes the roles played in their acquisition by individuals whose names  

recur in the following pages: Arthur L. Frothíngham, General Luigi Palma dí Cesnola, J. P.  

Morgan and his son J. Pierpont Morgan, John Marshall, Gisela M. A. Richter. All these  

individuals were instrumental in the acquisition of the Etruscan mirrors in the Museum.  3  

1  All the illustrations are here reproduced 1:1.  

2  D. voi BOTHMER, "Etruria and American Collecting: the Early Years," in Umbria, New York 47-49; Italian 
translation, 43-45. 

3  Other names are those of Marquand, Castellani, Hartwig, Ma rtinetti, Sangiorgi, Feuardent, Barsanti, and 
Vitalini. 
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An important phase for the Museum's collection of antiquities took place in the 
quarter of a century when its director was General Luigi Palma di Cesnola. In 1879, 
nine years after the Metropolitan Museum was founded, General Luigi Palma di Cesnola 
became its first paid director. After a distinguished military career, first in Italy and after 
1860 in the U.S., the controversial, dynamic Italian-born veteran of the American Civil 
War served (1865-1876) as American Consul to Cyprus, where he took advantage of the 
opportunity to buy and export antiquities, and eventually accumulated over 35,000 
pieces. In 1874, and again in another installment in 1876, the Metropolitan Museum of 
Art purchased most of his collection, which contained antiquities predominantly from 
Cyprus. In 1874, the Museum moved to a location large enough to house the first 6,000 
ancient sculptures and other objects they had acquired from Cesnola. 

Etruscan objects had already entered the Museum with the bequest of Edward C. 
Moore in 1891. In 1895 the Museum bought the collection formed by Samuel Thomas 
Baxter Sr. in Florence: 4  mirrors Nos. 2-4 come from the Baxter collection (1896). In 
1896 the Trustees bought 182 objects from Arthur L. Frothingham, who had begun col-
lecting in Italy in the 1880s and acquiring antiquities for American museums and uni-
versity collections, in particular the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the University 
Museums in Princeton, Philadelphia and Berkeley. Mirrors Nos. 5-8 were bought from 
Frothingham in 1896: included was a Praenestine mirror (No. 7) formerly in the Kírcherian 
Collection in Rome, well-known and well-published because of its peculiar iconogra-
phy and the religious connotations of its representation. In 1896 mirror No. 25, a silver 
relief mirror, was also bought from Frothingham. In the same period very similar relief 
mirrors were acquired by museums in Athens, Florence, and (slightly later) Geneva and 
Cambridge: all of these turned out to be forgeries. Recent studies have focused on the 
making of forgeries in the late nineteenth century, the period when this group was cre-
ated. 5  In 1897 two mirrors (Nos. 9-10) were gifts of H. G. Marquand, purchased from 
W. Ηelbig. 6  

In his last years as director, in 1903, Cesnola made some of the Museum's most 
impressive acquisitions of ancient monuments: the frescoes from Boscoreale, and the 
entire tomb group found on the ancient via Flaminia near Monteleone di Spoleto, exca-
vated in 1902, which included the Monteleone Chariot.' General Cesnola died in 
November 1904, in his 26th year as Director. So huge was the Cesnola collection that 
the Museum sold off parts of it in the 1920s, at which time museums and collections all 
over the country acquired pieces, mostly but not exclusively Cypriot. 8  In 1928, John 
Ringling purchased over 2,500 objects of ancient art, many of them from Cesnola's col-
lection, that were being sold at auction by the Museum: included in the group was an 
Etruscan mirror with engraved decoration showing a satyr and maenad. This mirror, 

4  vo[v BOTHIER, supra note 1. Catalogue of Etruscan Jewellery with some Roman and Lin  goba  rdic 
Ornaments in the Collection of S. T. Baxter, privately printed in Florence in 1886. 

5 On the manufacture and sale of forgeries, as well as the export of antiquities from Italy in the late nine-
teenth century, in the context of Helbig's alleged forgery of the famous Praenestine fibula (sold I887), see M. 
GUARDUCCI, "La cosiddetta Fibula Prenestina. Antiquari, eruditi e falsa ri  nella Roma dell'Ottocento," MemLinc 
24 (1980) 413-574; "La cosiddetta Fibula Prenestina: elementi nuovi," MemLinc 28 (1984) 127-177 (Martinetti: 
147-55 and passim; Cesnola, Marquand, Frothingham, 157). 

6  In the light of Helbig's questionable role in the sale and attribution of antiquities (see n. 5) the provenance 
of Perugia he gave for N ο. 9 may not be reliable. 

7  A. EMii[ozzi, in Umbria, New York 103-120. 
8  E.g. "nine small objects, implements etc." of bronze acquired by New York University from the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art in 1925, including perhaps a bronze horse bit, at present on loan to the Museum from the New 
York University Classical Collection, published by M. A. LITTAUER and J. CRDUWEL, "A Near Eastern Bridle Bit 
of the Second Millennium Β. C. in New York," Levant 18 (1986) 163-167. Could the archaic, unengraved mirror 
in the NYU Collection (DE GRUMMOND, Guide, 9, 49, fig. 8) be part of that group as well? For Cypriot material 
from the Cesnola Collection in other museums and collections in the U.S., see e.g. C.C. VERMEULE, "Preface,"  
Art of Ancient Cyprus, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 1972.  
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now in Sarasota, Florida, will be published in the forthcoming CSE USA fascicle of 
mirrors from museums and collections in the South and Southwest, by Nancy de 

ru 99  
In 1903, toward the end of General Cesnola's life, the Museum inherited the con-

siderable wealth of Jacob S. Rogers. This, its first endowment fund, together with the 
election of J. Pierpont Morgan as President of the Museum in 1904, transformed the 
Museum into a major institution. Morgan had been a collector since childhood; on the 
death of his father Junius Morgan (1890) he began buying entire collections. 

After the death of Cesnola, the Museum relied on the talents of John Marshall, who 
had been associated with the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, to act as purchasing agent 
in Europe, where he bought single pieces or small groups of objects rather than entire  

collections. Marshall, an Oxford classicist, was close friend and "soulmate" of Edward  

Perry Warren, who brought the majority of excellent Etruscan mirrors to the Museum 
of Fine Arts in Boston. 10  John Marshall, who came with Edward Robinson, did the 
same for the Metropolitan Museum as he acquired classical art between 1906 and 1928 
from his base in Rome. Though a scholar himself, he left the scholarly publication of 
the purchases initiated by him to the staff of the Department. It was John Marshall who 
bought mirrors Nos. 12-22, between 1907 and 1926. Most of these acquisitions, which 
confirmed the keenness of his eye, were made possible by the Rogers Fund. 

Edward Robinson followed Cesnola in overseeing the classical collections before 
there was a real Greek and Roman Department. Gisela M. A. Richter worked at the 
Museum between 1906 and 1952. From her first year at the Museum, she introduced 
the acquisitions through her publications to a wider public, in her catalogues of bronzes, 
her many handbooks, and in the Bulletin articles on recent accessions. Her Handbook 
of the Etruscan Collection was published in December 1940. 11  Gisela Richter wrote 
about and illustrated, or at least announced and mentioned, 16 out of the 25 Etruscan 
mirrors in the Museum. Relevant to the study of these mirrors is Gisela Richter's close 
friendship with J. D. Beazley.  12  In the years before Beazley published his pioneering 
and still basic 1949 JHS article, "The World of the Etruscan Mirror," which included a 
study of six of the Museum's mirrors including five of the most iconographically inter-
esting, 13  he and Gisela Richter had evidently often examined the mirrors together and 
discussed them at length. The only two other mirrors in the collection, Nos. 23 and 24, 
were given to the Museum by W. Gedney Beatty in 1941. 

Miss Richter herself mentioned the silver relief mirror (No. 25), citing it as a mod-
em forgery in the context of an exhibition of forgeries she organized in one of the gal-
leries (1929).  14  In this openness, as well as in the educational idea behind the exhibi-
tion, she was far ahead of her time. 15  Forgeries, as she says, when recognized were 
normally hidden away out of sight, treated in embarrassed silence, and shown only 
reluctantly to insistent scholars. Yet such objects, especially when they are shown in a 

9  Hellenistic, ca. 300 B.C. Anderson catalogue, I, 126,10.477; N. DC GRuMM01D, `Bronze Etruscan Mirror," 
in Ancient Art from Cyprus: The Ringling Collection, catalogue of an exhibition, ed. N. KERSHAW (Sarasota, 
Florida, 1983) 40-41, fig. 52. 

10 R. D. Da Puµλ, CSE USA 2: Boston and Cambridge (Ames, Iowa 1993) p. 23, with bibliography. 
11 The Metropolitan Museum is still the only museum in America that has a separate handbook for its 

Etruscan art. See J. R. MERTENS, "The Publications of Gisela M. A. Richter: A Bibliography," MetMusJ 17 (1984)  

119-132; and the biography by I.B.M. EDLuND, A.M. ΜcCλνν, C. R. $HERMAN, "Gisela Marie Augusta Richter 
(1882-1972): Scholar of Classical Art and Museum Archaeologist," Women as Interpreters of the Visual Arts, 

1820-1979 (Westport, Conn. 1981) 275-300.  
12  G.M. A. RICHTER, My Memoirs: Recollections of an Archaeologist's Life (Rome 1972) 38-39, fig. 12.  
13  JHS 1949: Nos. 6, 9, 11, 18, 22. Βaλzι.aυ, EVP (1947) cites Nos. 6 and 14. 
14 RIcηrεa, ΜΜΑΒυΙI 1929, 145; Handbook of the Classical Collection (1930) 343.  
15 See the catalogue of the British Museum exhibition, MARK Joins, ed., Fake! The Art of Deception (London  

1990); N. Cuomo DI CAPRIO, La Galleria dei Falsi (Rome 1993).  
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manner that allows comparison with original monuments, have much to teach us about 
the history of taste as well as the forger's art. "The forgeries exhibited in this room have 
come to the Museum in various ways. Most of the terracotta statuettes, for instance, 
were purchased about thirty years ago when these often attractive imitations were wide-
ly bought. A number of others were occasionally purchased or received by gift as rec-
ognized forgeries for study purposes. A few were acquired as bona-fide antiques with-
in comparatively recent times and withdrawn from exhibition in due course when fur-
ther knowledge made us realize that they must be modern. Such objects, which exist in 
every important museum, are generally shown only to professional archaeologists, who 
have, of course, always been interested in this important subject. But since their study 
should be of interest to the general student also we have made them available for 
inspection in this gallery. The manufacture of these forgeries ranges over a considerable 
time. It is interesting and highly instructive to watch the development of taste in these 
products, for they inevitably reflect the tendencies of their own time rather than the 
style of the works they endeavor to imitate.... In case 6 a few forgeries and modern 
copies of Greek vases have been assembled. [Wie have placed genuine Athenian prod-
ucts by their side to bring out the contrast in the quality of the glaze and the line, and 
in the general quality of the drawing.... A silver mirror with a scene in relief is a direct  

copy of an Etruscan piece in Florence." ιό  The "Etruscan" warriors, once the chief 
attraction of the Etruscan galleries as ancient monuments, have aroused the curiosity of 
visitors also as modern forgeries, and perhaps the Museum will one day again, as in 
Gisela Richter's time, have an exhibition of forgeries for the instruction of museum vis-
itors. Meanwhile, the new galleries will allow the Museum's remarkable collection of 
Etruscan mirrors, so carefully selected, to be displayed in the best way possible. 

More recently, the study of these mirrors has benefited from the interest and support 
of the curators of the Greek and Roman Department. Special thanks go to Joan R. 
Mertens, who arranged for photography, conservation, and other assistance furnished 
by the Museum, gave welcome advice, and read drafts of the manuscript. She provided 
support and information for this project as well as for the 1991 exhibition, Umbria, New 
York, which featured several of the mirrors, published by Richard De Puma in the cat-
alogue. 17  Dietrich von Bothmer and later Carlos A. Picdn gave us permissions and encour-
agement. We are grateful that the Museum allowed samples to be taken of the mirrors, 
except for those whose condition made it inadvisable; these were analyzed at the Iowa  

State Laboratory. Deborah Schorsch, of the Metropolitan Museum's Sherman Fairchild 
Center for Objects Conservation, was responsible for carrying out the delicate work of 
conservation and technical study of the mirrors, including Xrays, and taking samples of 
the mirrors destined to be studied for metal analysis. She answered many questions, and 
contributed both the individual conservation reports for the mirrors and the introduction 
to the metal analyses (signed DS). The photographs of the mirrors were taken in the 
Photograph Studio of the Museum. According to the guidelines laid down by the Orga-
nizing Committee of the Corpus Speculorum Etruscorum, the order of the mirrors in 
the fascicle is that of their Museum accession numbers and therefore of the date of their 
acquisition. This organizing principle was designed to preserve the historical aspect of 
the collection. The accession number is in every case followed by the mirror's credit line. 

My collaborators in the U.S. — Richard De Puma, Helen Nagy, Nancy de Grummond, 
and Elizabeth Wahle, along with Evelyn Bell, Barbara Forbes, and David Romano —  

have been a joy to work with, and helpful in many ways, not least with their friendship 
and support. I have learned much from colleagues and CSE authors abroad, Janos G. 

16  RICHTER, IMABull 1929, 143-146.  
17 Umbria, New York 277-282 (Nos. 14 and 11).  
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Szilόgyi, Witold Dobrowolski, and others too numerous to mention. Ad riana Emiliozzi, 
who patiently and efficiently guided the International Committee and CSE contributors 
for over twenty years, gave help and friendship. She leaves the project she set on its 
course with such intelligent dedication in the able hands of Fernando Gilotta: I thank 
him for the long hours working on manuscript and illustrations. We all miss Massimo 
Pallottino, whose energy gave this project its impetus: he died in February, 1995. Roger 
Lambrechts first conceived of the Corpus and still guides it with his experience and 
ideas; soon we may be hope to be able to consult the CSE in a computerized form. 

Without the generosity of several institutions the publication of the present fascicle 
of the CSE, as well as all the other projected volumes containing Etruscan mirrors in 
U.S. museums and collections, would have been impossible. The U.S. committee, of 
which I have been chairman, is deeply grateful for the financial assistance of the 
National Endowment for the Humanities for the preparation of the fascicles, and of the 
Getty Grant Program for their preparation and publication. The Istituto di Studi Etru-
schi helped finance some of the drawings so lovingly and patiently carried out by 
Elizabeth Wahle. Many individuals were helpful at various stages of the project, espe-
cially Deborah Marrow and Charles Meyers at the Getty Grant Program, Martha 
Chormiak at the NEH, Guglielmo Maetzke at the Istituto di Studi Etruschi, Ann H. 
Greenberg, Margaret Cordi and Lisa Tate at NYU's Sponsored Programs, Mary 
Doherty at the Metropolitan Museum, Elena Montani and Giovanni Po rtieri at L'Erma. 

I have benefited from my predecessors, whose CSE fascicles have taught me much, 
as well from the volumes of the LIMC which have been available to us. J. Penny Small, 
of the U.S. Center of the LIMC, generously sent us the LIMC concordance (see Index). 
Richard De Puma arranged for the analyses to be carried out at the Iowa State labora-
tory, gave us the benefit of his experience in the course of preparing CSE USA 1-2, and 
helped in many ways, at the annual meetings of the AIA when the committee met, and 
at other times. Carlo de Simone's Griechische Entlehnungen and Ingela Wiman's Malstria-
Malena have been constant and useful presences on our desk, and these scholars, as 
well as Rudolf Wachter, have also tendered useful advice in person. 18  Maristella Pan-
dolfini Angeletti provided us with the relevant, and indispensable, volumes of the Corpus  
Inscriptionum Etruscarum. As always, its staff and resources made it a privilege and a 
pleasure to work in the Library of the American Academy in Rome. 

My assistants, Eleanor Earle, Nicole Diamente, Jennifer Kimberlin, Megan Hertzig, 
have been loyal and helpful beyond the call of duty at different stages of the work. In 
the initial phase, Eleanor Earle provided information and helped with the execution of 
the drawings. Nicole Diamente gave the project the benefit of her quick mind and head 
for figures and kept the books as well as keeping track of the mirrors and of other con-
tributors of the CSE USA fascicles. Jennifer Kimberlin kept the project going in the dif-
ficult middle stage, and Megan Hertzig saw it to the end, tracking down bibliography 
in New York and Rome, helping to organize meetings with the other contributors at the 
annual meetings of the Archaeological Institute of America, and preparing terminolo-
gy, indexes and concordances. 

Finally, Elizabeth Wahle, whose beautiful drawings reproduce the mirrors' engravings 
and inscriptions, reminds me to acknowledge the skill of the artists and craftsmen who 
made them so long ago. Even the poorer drawings, she points out — perhaps the work of 
apprentices — have a wonderful energy that she tried to bring out in her own renderings. As 
we studied the mirrors we seemed sometimes to see the craftsmen in the workshops, learn-
ing from their elders and passing on the traditions and techniques that allowed them to create 
these objects which have come down to us, as a legacy from a past that is still very real. 

18  See L. BONFANTE, review of Wιµλν, Malstria-Maleng, in OpRom 20 (1996) 277-278. R. WACHTER'S  
Altlateinische Inschriften (Bern 1987) was invaluable for the inscription of No. 7.  
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1. Engraved mirror. Figs. la-d 

Acc. x.21.86. Museum Accession. Provenance: unknown. 
Purchased in 1896. 

RICHTER, MMBronzes, 282-83, No. 818; BERNARDY, StEtr 1927,  
471-72, pl. 70; Encyclopedia Britannica (1947), "Bronze and Brass  
Ornamental Work:' pl. 2.3; E1DELL, AntSpiegel, pl. 23; DES, CHIARO,  
AJA 1955, 283; Dε PUMA, LIMC 3 (1986) 603, DioskouroiiTinas  
Cliniar 60; HÖC ΚΜΑΝΝ, Griffspiegel, 250-251, fig. 5, 263-65;  
SALsxov ROBERTS, CSE Denmark 1.21, p. 96; SZIL'1'GYI, CSE  
Ηοngrie/Tchécosl οναquie No. 10, p. 38; BONFANTE, Source 1993, 
50, fig. 1; NICHoLLS, CSE Great Britain 2.10, p. 30. 

Bronze. The mirror is structurally sound; a small hole has been 
drilled in the bottom of the handle, presumably in modern times. 
The inventory numbers "818" and "GR 133" have been written 
respectively in greyish-white and red paint on the reverse of the 
handle. The linear decoration on the reverse has been heightened 
with a white powder. Patina: Obverse, dull brown and black and 
mottled with massive red corrosion and pale brown-gray accretions. 
The latter may be a modern addition used to modify the appearance 
of the surface. Reverse, dull metallic and partially matte dark brown 
surface, with some pitting. The handle has an even matte dark 
brown surface. (DS) 

Measurements: D., 13.3 cm.; Max. H., 27 cm.; H. of handle, 10.8 
cm.; W. of extension, 3.4 cm.; W. of extension at base 3.1 cm.; W. 
of top of handle, 1.5 cm.; W. of terminal, 1.3 cm.; Weight, 236.2 gr. 

Circular mirror with concave-sided extension flaring 
out at the bottom and handle terminating in a ram's head. 
Disc and handle are cast in one piece. The section is of the 
triangular pointed variety (D ε PuIA, CSE USA 1, p. 20, 
fig. G). The small indentation is visible below and to the 
right of the nude woman's navel. 

Obverse, a deep groove surrounds the disc, separating a 
shallow groove from the rim; no other decorations appear 
on the disc or extension. The inward-sloping sides of the 
curved handle form a rounded ridge. The handle is divid-
ed into three sections by two horizontal bands near the top 
and the animal's head. The top section includes a curved 
tongue-shaped pattern enclosing a vertical line; a shallow 
groove extends through the central section of the handle. 
The terminal is in the shape of a ram's head (see WiiAi, 
Malstria, 11-12, fig. 1:5), with five rows of engraved curved 
lines indicating the hair, five shallow vertical grooves the 
horns, and a raised double "V" the snout, which terminates 
in a round muzzle. On the side an elongated tear-drop 
shape indicates the space inside the curve of the horn (or 
the ear?). See Nos. 11, 17. Two slanted eyes are visible at 
the top of these "V" lines, the longer of which function as 
lids, and run down from eyes to nose, while the shorter 
ones function as eyebrows. A hole is drilled into the end, 
which represents the muzzle. 

Reverse, the handle decoration is repeated in simpler 
form. The underside of the ram's head repeats five rows of  

tiny wavy lines representing its wool, the curved grooves 
on either side of the head and a longer, double-lined "V" 
outlining chin and horns. The extension contains a plant 
motif consisting of two outer stylized acanthus leaves marked 
by five short strokes, enclosing a pointed bud or leaf. 

The disc is decorated along the raised (0.4 cm) outer 
border by a long-leafed laurel garland, formed by two 
branches rising from a triangle at the base, converging at 
the top. 

The tondo scene includes four figures. Two men are 
seated, facing each other, the curves of their backs and legs 
following the curve of the disc at the sides. They wear 
Phrygian hats and high-laced boots and sit on long mantles 
which hang in softly draped folds down their backs and 
below their legs. The man on the left balances his left foot 
on a high rock and leans his right foot against another, 
lower rock; resting his left arm on his left thigh, he ges-
tures with his right hand toward the other man. The lower 
body of the man on the right is almost a mirror image of 
the first: he too stretches his nearer leg out, and rests one 
foot (shown frontally) braced against his neighbor's foot, 
along the mirror border, while he balances his farther foot 
on a high rock. His upper body, however, is different: the 
torso is heavier, and there are fewer lines representing 
muscles (none on the thigh). The hat has more folds and 
reaches higher into the upper exergue. His right forefinger 
touches his chin: the gesture perhaps indicates surprise or 
contemplation, or shows that he is listening to the first 
man. His left arm crosses his body, the hand hidden 
beneath his right elbow, resting on his knee over a fold of 
his mantle, parts of which can also be seen between his 
legs and under his left leg. Both men's faces are in profile. 
Between them stand two women, each turning toward the 
man next to her, the left one in profile, the other one in 
three-quarter profile. The nude female on the right lets her 
cloak fall behind her; it is visible on the right, by her leg, 
while a fold of it is held in place between her legs. Her face 
is three-quarters to the right. She stands with her weight on 
her right leg; her relaxed leg, drawn frontally, shows her 
foot in a shoe with a strap over the instep (BONFANTE,  

EtrDress, 63). She is adorned with necklace, pointed dia-
dem, and body jewelry: a long chain crossing the breasts —  

where it is held by a circlet — extends down and around her 
hips; from this hang four pendants, one at each breast and 
one above each hip (at the left hip and right breast the pen-
dant drops are barely visible). A vertical line extending 
from her navel runs into a horizontal line indicating the 
curve of her belly; below this a short vertical dash indi-
cates the external sexual organ, the vulva, as usual in 
Etruscan — but not Greek — art (cf. Nos. 2, 8, 10, 17, 19). 
Both hands are hidden, her left arm behind the arm of the 
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man to the right, her right hand behind her hip. The other 
woman, who stands behind her, partially hidden, wears a 
Phrygian hat and a long, belted chiton with short overfold. 
Her right arm is laid on the shoulder of the youth next to 
her. All four are represented as handsome young men and 
women, with curly, shoulder-length hair rendered in wide 
loops. 

SUBJECT: This is one of the more carefully executed 
examples of a large group of handle mirrors with four-fig-
ure scenes. In the absence of inscriptions identifying the 
figures (see No. 17), the male twins at the sides are usual-
ly called Castor and Pollux, the Dioskouroi. DEL CHIARO  
(277-78) believes that the gesture of the left-hand male fig-
ure who holds his finger to the mouth occurred as an error, 
from an original representation of the figure as holding a 
spear, which is not always shown. The two central figures 
are harder to identify: the nude female may be Turan 
(Aphrodite, Venus) or Helen, the Dioskouroi's sister (cf. 
No. 17, where the inscription identifies the naked female 
as elinei); the dressed figure with overfold and Phrygian 
hat is probably Minerva (cf. Nos. 2, 4; REBUFFAT, Μirο ir, 
325, No. 69, 462-65; DE PUMA, StEtr 1973, 167). 

The four-figure composition is extremely popular on 
Etruscan mirrors from the second half of the fourth centu-
ry Β. C.: two symmetrical figures flank two more contrast-
ed central figures who turn outward as if to engage them in 
conversation. (MANSUELLI, StEtr 1943, 504; 1946-47, 102-
104; 1948-49, 59). These Hellenistic mirrors with four-fig-
ure groups of divinities or other mythological figures are 
sometimes called Sacred Conversations from their resem-
blance to Renaissance paintings of groups of saints. The 
sex of some of some figures varies, as in our N ο. 4; and 
see, for example Dε PUMA, CSE USA 1.33. The original for 
this four-figure group may have represented the Judgment 
of Paris, with Paris seated on the left facing the three 
approaching goddesses. (WIMAN, Malstria, 195-198). For  
the transition from a scene with the Judgment of Paris to  

other representations, including more generalized four-fig-
ure groups, see BONFANTE, StEtr 1977, 149-168 = DE PUMA  
CSE USA 1.24, to which add BONFANTE-DE GRUMMOND,  
Prospettiva 1980, fig. 2; cf. ES 276.1. 

Behind the heads of these figures, two horizontal lines 
- forming an upper exergue - indicate the architrave or 
beam of a building, while a wavy line above their heads, 
and down as far as the young men's shoulders, may sug-
gest atmosphere (DE GRUMMOND, AntK 1982, 3-10; WIµλν,  

Malstria, 116: "the use of a stylized atmosphere is very  

common on the long-leafed laurel garland group"). The  

curving line above the architrave may also suggest a pedi-
ment (cf. No. 17), an architectural motif perhaps related to  

the so-called dokana, typical of the Dioskouroi (WirEs,  

AJA 1919, 7), often placed lower down between the twins  

(No. 3). Such stylized fasciae of background facades unite  

the heads of the deities, so that the twins themselves serve  

as vertical "posts" for a gate-like structure. Mirrors on  

which the twins appear by themselves, like our No. 3, pro-
vide a clearer example of this feature, perhaps a distant  

reminder of original dokana. (Dε PuiA, StEtr 1973, 164-
65; DE GRUMMOND, YaleBull 1991, 11-12; cf. WIMAN,  
Malstria, 116-117). Its appearance on Etruscan mirrors may  

have had a special significance, different from that of its  

Greek prototype. For the symbolism of the Dioskouroi see  

L. OLSCHKI, The Myth of Felt (Berkeley 1949).  
The Dioskouroi rank as either the first or second most  

popular scene for Etruscan mirrors  (MOSCATI,  Ricerche,  
115-118; DE GRUMMOND, YaleBull  1991, 27). See DE PUMA,  
CSE, USA 1.1; REBUFFAT, Miroir, 483-490; LIMO 3, 597-
608; DE GRUMMOND, Guide, 163-64, 186, and YaleBull 
1991, 11-31. For four-figure scenes with Dioskouroi, see 
CSE Ηοngríe-Tchécoslovaquie, SZILEGYI, No. 10, BOUZEK,  

No. 21. The Dioskouroi can be standing (our Nos. 2, 4, cf. 
3) or seated (our Nos. 1, 17), dressed in short chitons (Nos. 
2, 3, 4) or naked (No. 17), with a mantle, as in our mirror. 

STYLE: The long-leafed laurel garland, with two 
branches rising from a triangle or flame motif at the base, 
appears on a number of mirrors of this type (see infra, No. 
4, and Dε PUMA, CSE USA 1.6=WIMAN, Malstria, 115-
116, fig. 11.61). The same is true for the handle terminal  

in the shape of a ram's head, similar to Nos. 11 and 17 (cf.  
WIMAN, Malstria, 11-12, fig. 1:5), and the plant motif in  

the extension, with stylized acanthus leaves, present also  

on Nos. 8, 11, 17 (debased), 18 (cf. 25). The stylization,  

and the terminology, varies: it is called a "triple-petalled  
lotus bud" (Dε PUMA, CSE USA 2.22), or a "bunch of  
acanthus leaves" (Wiman, Malstria, 221, fig. 12.2.41).  

The curly, shoulder-length hair rendered in wide loops  

(cf. infra Nos. 2, 4, 17-18) is modeled on a fifth-century  

style (already found on statues from Chiusi of the late fifth  

century B.C.; see also the fourth-century ivory plaques  

from Praeneste, F. COARELLI, in Roma Medio Repubbli-
cana [1973] 295-96, No. 435, pl. XCVI; L. BONFANTE,  
AJA 68 [ 1964] 35-42, dated too late).  

A mirror in Copenhagen is very similar to ours in com-
position, pose of left-hand figure, and details of hair and  

drapery (SALsKov ROBERTS, CSE Denmark 1.21, p. 96: 
"close, same hand?"). But details of style - facial features, 
the manner of rendering the muscles - differ enough to 
make it doubtful that the two could be by the same hand. 
Extremely close to ours, perhaps by the same hand, is a 
mirror in Moscow with a similar laurel garland: the chief 
differences are the sex of the third figure from the left, 
which is male rather than female and wears a Phrygian 
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cap; and the gesture of the right-hand figure, who holds his 
hand down rather than up to his chin. (LOSEVA-SIDEROVA,  
Iskusstvo Étrurii, 274-275, figs. 286-287). Quite similar 
are the facial features, with button noses in profile, down-
turned, curved lines forming the mouths, profile eyes with 
pupils, deep lines marking the muscles of the body, and 
double stomach lines. Compare also No. 18, which is how-
ever much fussier and more crowded. 

The long laurel leaves of the border are similar to those 
on a mirror in Debrecen (SZILEGYI, CSE No. 10). According 
to SΖΗ &.GΥΙ these laurel garlands are not (against HÖC κµλνν, 
Griffspiegel, 250-254, 274) indicative of a late date for 
handle mirrors, in the second century Β. C. In fact S ΖΙLώGΥΙ 
denies the usefulness of categorizing mirrors according to 
their border ornament, since medallions engraved by the 
same hand can be framed by either laurel garlands or spiky 
garlands (see No. 4, and BouzEK, CSE No. 21: the frame 
can be laurel, spiky garland, cable or blank). 

The chronology of the Dioskouroi mirrors in general is 
controversial. For recent opinions, see SALSKOV ROBERTS,  

Analecta 1983, 31-54; HÖC ΚΜΑΝΝ, Atti 1985 (1989) 713-
719; Griffspiegel, 247-289; CSE BRD 1, pp. 26-27. Against  
Höckmann's late dating for spiky garland and other four-
figure mirrors, see G. CoLONNA, in Atti XVII Convegno  
Studi Etruschi e Italici, Chianciano 1989 (Florence 1993)  
349, notes 63-64, who considers the series of four-figure  

mirrors to have been made at Orvieto from the late fourth  

century until the abandonment of Volsinii in 264 B. C. A  
date in the late third century B. C., 250-200 B.C. seems  
reasonable.  

DATE: Hellenistic: third or second century B.C.  

2. Engraved mirror. Figs. 2a-d  

Acc. 96.9.369. Purchase, 1896. Provenance: unknown.  
Purchased of S. T. Baxter.  

RICHTER, MMBronzes, 283-284, No. 819; DEL CHIARO, AJA 1955,  
283; PHILLIPS, StEtr 1968, 166 n. 10; DE PUMA, LIMC 3 (1986) 603,  
Dioskouroí/Tinas Cliniar 60; SZILEGYI, Discorso 1990 (1994) 171,  
fig. 10 and EtrStud 1 (1995) 46, fig. 10; NIcHOLLS, CSE Great  
Britain 2.19, p. 44.  

Bronze. The disc and handle were cast together as a single piece.  

The mirror is structurally sound. The inventory numbers "819" and  
"GR 122" have been written respectively in greyish-white and red  

paint on the reverse of the handle. The linear decoration on the  

reverse has been heightened with a white powder. Patina: Both sur-
faces of the disc have been cleaned. Obverse, surface is a dull brown  
with some blistering and a spot of modern yellow pigment. Reverse,  
has a dull brown metal surface with some surviving red, green and  

blue corrosion products. The handle has a black and green granular  

surface. (DS)  

Measurements: D., 8 cm; Max. H., 17.5 cm.; H. of handle, 7.6 cm.;  

W. of extension, 1.6 cm (top), 1.4 cm (bottom); W. top of handle, .9  

cm.; W. of terminal, .9 cm.; Weight, 75.9 gr.  

Small, circular mirror with concave-sided extension 
flaring out slightly at the bottom and highly modelled but 
corroded handle terminating in a stylized animal's head. 
The disc has a raised, plain border and an inner garland 
border of spiky leaves typical of the "spiky garland" 
group. There is no central indentation. 

Obverse, a dentate edge surrounding the disc is set off 
by a shallow groove running around the disc and into the 
extension as far as the points. The central section of the 
curved handle is decorated with three sets of grooved hor-
izontal lines, between which are two sets of V-shaped pat-
terns, forming a stylized griffin pattern (see No. 11). This 
design is typical of cast handles with terminals in the form 
of ram's heads: in this case, however, the animal head is to be 
thought of as a hind's head (cf. Nos. 3, 7) since it lacks the 
distinctive marking which suggest the ram's horns and fur. 

Reverse, a deep cavity fills the extension and the han-
dle; on the terminal, on which only the outline of the 
hind's head is suggested, the numbers "819" are stamped 
in white. 

The four rings of the three-leafed spiky garland fram-
ing the scene are represented by a schematized X inscribed 
in a rectangle; the lower "bakchos" ring (Beazley) has 
double and triple lines at the sides. 

The disc shows four figures, two men and two women. 
The men, wearing short, bordered and belted sleeveless 
chitons, high-laced boots or sandals and Phrygian hats, 
stand in front of short Ionic columns which bend strange-
ly outward. Their back feet, in profile behind their legs, 
rest upon the border; their hands are hidden behind their 
backs. Their faces are in profile, the bodies three- quarters 
to the front. Their knee-length chitons are slightly differ-
ent, the left-hand figure's being rendered only with straight 
lines, including the folds of the skirt and of the short over-
fold, while the one on the right has curved folds on the 
overfold and a large pleatlike fold on the skirt. The left-
hand female, half visible, her face a crude profile under a 
stylized Phrygian cap, looks toward the man to her left; 
she wears a long, bordered and belted chiton with short 
overfold. Her right arm, visible only from her shoulder to 
just below her elbow, rests on her neighbor's back. The 
female on the right is nude but for her high laced boots 
(only one is visible), and a mantle which hangs behind her 
proper right leg, is gathered in a bunch of folds between 
her legs, with another fold, sketchily rendered, covering 
her right, bent elbow. Her left arm is hidden behind the fig-
ure of the youth beside her, her right hand behind her 
thigh. A wide "V" with an upward stroke in the middle 
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marks her pubic area (cf. Nos. 1, 8, 10, 17, 19), two hori-
zontal lines suggest the folds of her stomach, four other 
lines waist, pelvic bone and ribs. Her shoulder-length hair 
is arranged in masses of concentric semicircles, with a 
lock of hair falling over her left breast. The features are 
extremely simplified: a single circle for an eye, curved 
lines for nose and upper lip, a dash for the lower lip give 
her face a Picasso-like appearance. 

SUBJECT: The mirror, like Nos. 1, 4, and 17, belongs to 
the group of Hellenistic mirrors with four figures, the so-
called Sacred Conversations (see No. 1). All the figures 
stand in poses familiar from numerous other mirrors of 
this type. This group is similar to that of No. 4, with a 
naked female figure instead of a naked male figure in the 
center. The identification of these figures, in the absence of 
inscriptions, is based on dress and attributes, as well as 
comparisons with other contemporary mirrors of a similar 
type. The pose and dress of the side figures — Phrygian hats 
and tunics with overfold ("tunique blousante," REBUFFAT, 
Miroir, 483-485) — indicate they represent Castor and 
Pollux. The naked female in the center could be either 
Turan-Aphrodite or Helen, the Dioskouroi's sister (on No. 
17 an inscription identifies her as Elinei, or Helen). The 
other female figure, dressed in chiton with overfold and 
Phrygian hat, is probably Minerva (cf. Nos. 1, 4, with ref-
erences). For the type, see DE PuIA, CSE USA 1. 5, 6, 24, 
33, and see below. 

The border decorations of these mirrors include not 
only a spiky garland, as here, but other types as well (lau-
rel border, cable, and plain, undecorated border: see ES 
263, 277), proving that there was no distinct group of mir-
rors characterized by the use of the Stachelkranz or spiky 
garland, as has been sometimes supposed (our Nos. 4, 11, 
17, 18: SΖΙLλGντ, Discorso, 169-171). For bibliography on 
the spiky garland border see No. 11. 

STYLE: All the lines are heavily and crudely incised. 
The design looks like a "debased copy" (DEL CHIARO, AJA  

1955, 283) of our No. 4, in which the nude figure is male  

rather than female. The short Ionic columns (or altars) on  

which the side figures lean, with strangely bent, "melting"  
shape, are typical of a large group of mirrors with four fig-
ures and bending columns. Mirrors of this group are deco-
rated by different artists. S ΖΙLΜGΥτ (Discorso, n. 37) finds  
this mirror to be similar, in style and composition, to  

the work of an artist he calls the "Incisore delle colonne  
flessibili" (Engraver of the Bending Columns: SZILEGYI,  

Discorso, 169-171 and in BOuzEK, CSE Hongrie-
Tchécοslovaquie, ad No. 21), though not by his hand.  
According to SZILEGYI this mirror and one published by K.  

PHILLIPS (StEtr 1968, 166, ρl. 24) are by the same hand  

(Discorso n. 37, figs. 10-11).  

SZILEGYI dates all these mirrors from the last decades  

of the third century to the mid-second century Β. C. (220-
150 B.C.) and situates the workshops producing them in a  

north or central Etruscan city. The fourth-century date  

given in the LIMC seems too early for this type of mirror.  

For a range of suggested dates see infra, No. 4.  

DATE: Hellenistic: third to second century B.C. 

3. Engraved mirror. Figs. 3a-d  

Acc. 96.9.370. Purchase, 1896. Provenance: unknown. 
Purchased of S. Τ. Baxter. 

RICHTER,  ΙΙΒ ronzes, 284-285, Νο . 821;  REBUFFAT,  Miroir,  485;  
DE  PuiA, CSE USA 1.8, p. 24.  

Bronze. The disc and handle were cast together as a single piece.  

Although there are small cracks on the obverse of the disc and other  
cracks were observed in the radiographs, the mirror is structurally  

sound. There is an indentation in the center of the reverse. The  

inventory number "GR 124" is written in red paint on the obverse.  

The linear decoration on the reverse has been heightened with a  

white powder. Patina: Obverse, the surface is uncleaned and cov-
ered with massive dark blue and dark green corrosion. Reverse, the  
surface is metallic with much pitting; some of the pits are filled with  

corrosion. The appearance of the engraving in the area of the feet  

may indicate that it has been partially recut through the corrosion.  

The handle is uncleaned. (DS).  

Measurements: D., 10.5 cm.; Max. H., 21.6 cm.; H. of handle, 11.2  

cm. with extension; W. of extension, 2.1 cm.; Narrow W. of exten-
sion, 1.4 cm.; W. of extension at base of disc 1.8 cm.; W. of top of  

handle, 1.5 cm.; W. of terminal, 1 cm.; Weight, 143.8 gr.  

Circular mirror with concave-sided extension flaring 
out at the bottom, modelled handle terminating in animal 
head. The central indentation is visible just below the three 
horizontal lines connecting the figures. 

Obverse, the disc is set off by deep notches forming a 
dentate edge and by a shallow groove surrounding the disc 
and running into the extension as far as the points. The 
curved handle has three parallel horizontal grooves sepa-
rating three triangles forming the typical stylized griffin 
heads (see No. 11): but rather than the usual ram's head, it 
terminates in a hind's head whose features are barely sug-
gested (see Nos. 2, 7). The area of the extension and the 
section of the handle just below it contain two acanthus 
leaves in relief topped by a tapering triangle ending in a 
flame motif (cf. Nos. 4, 17-18 for more carefully executed 
examples). 

Reverse, a deep groove or cavity fills the extension and 
handle. The inward-curving sides of the handle are marked 
by eight small vertical grooves, four on each side, starting 
from the obverse decoration. The hind's head terminal can 
be seen in outline. 
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A groove surrounds the disc and runs into the exten-
sion, which is undecorated. Two nearly identical figures,  
their faces in profile, stand facing each other, leaning back,  

outer hands on hips, inner arms not visible. They wear  

short, belted chitons with folds rendered by simple curved  

or straight lines; the inside hem is shown as an arc behind  

the knees. Below their Phrygian hats appear locks of hair.  

They almost appear to be dancing, their bodies in three-
quarter view, legs crossed, outer legs forward, inner legs  

back. Their front feet are not visible; their back feet,  

viewed in profile, are clad in shoes or boots with heels.  
Behind each one a round shield leans on the ground.  
Between them at waist level run three horizontal lines;  

immediately above these are two circles and, in the center,  

a star with four large and four small points.  

SUBJECT: Several symbols of the Dioskouroi are pre-
sent on this mirror, which is of a well-known type. Their  

dress, the shields, the star and circles — all of these identi-
fy the figures as Castor and Pollux. Also typical of the  

divine twins' iconography is the architectural element rep-
resented by the three lines between them, probably to be  

identified as the dokana, a gate-like structure made up of  
vertical and horizontal lines associated with the cult of the  

Dioskouroi (see No. 1, with bibl.). The Dioskouroi, the  

star, and the passage to the afterlife through the gateway or  

door represented by this architectural feature appear on a  

very large number of these late Etruscan mirrors (DE  

GRuMMoND, YaleBull 1991, 11-31). For the symbolism of  

the Dioskouroi, see also No. 1.  

STYLE: The free, smooth lines of the engraving are con-
fident in their simplified rendering of the stylized figures. 
Very similar in composition is a mirror in Chicago, with-
out the two circles (D ε PUMA, CSE USA 1.8: Richter ref-
erence to be corrected). The heads and faces of the twins 
are close to a mirror in Ann Arbor (CSE USA 1.1: by the 
same hand?). MANSUELLI collected numerous mirrors of this 
class, his "Maestro delle Lase e Dioscuri" (StEtr 1946-47, 
64). For similar representations, with or without the two 
small circles, see CSE Bologna 1 .9=D Ε GRUMMOND, Yale Bull 
1991, fig. 3; REBUFFAT, Miroir, 483-485, "tunique blou-
sante." For the short bloused tunic and Phrygian hat of the 
Dioskouroi see also our Nos. 2 and 4. For a similar star 
between the two figures, see D ε Ρuµλ, LIMC 3 (1986) 
606; CSE USA 1.5. For references to dated examples, see 
Dε PUMA, CSE USA 1.1 and 8, who suggests a date in the  
second half of the third century B.C. (250-200 B. C.). The  

date of Dioskouroi mirrors is controversial: see No. 1.  

DATE: Hellenistic: third to second B. C.  

4. Engraved mirror. Figs. 4a -d  

Acc. 96.9.371. Purchase, 1896. Provenance: unknown.  

Purchased of S. T. Baxter.  

RICHTER,  ΙΙΒ  ronzes, 284-285, Νο . 820; PHILLIPS, StEtr 1968, 167  
n. 16; DE  ΡυιντΑ, StEtr 1973, 170;  REBIJFFAT, Miroir, 561, n. 3; ΒοτrLεκ,  
CSE Hongrie/Tchécoslovaquie Νο . 21, p. 64;  NICHOLLS, CSE Great  
Britain 2.19, p. 44; νΑτα  DER  MEER,  Interpretatio Etrusca, 25.  
Inscription:  REBUFFAT, Miroir, 561, n. 3.  

Bronze. The disc and handle were cast together as a single piece.  

The mirror is structurally sound. The mirror is inscribed on the  

obverse. The character and depth of the linear decoration on the  

reverse differ from that of the center image and border decoration.  

Both the inscription and the decoration on the reverse may have  

been partially cut or recut in modern times. The inventory numbers  

"820" and "GR 126" have been written on the reverse of the handle  
in red and greyish-white paint. The linear decoration has been  

heightened with a white powder. Patina: Obverse, most of the sur-
face is covered with green corrosion and an accumulation of soil.  

There is a large patch that has a dull metallic and dark green surface.  

Reverse, the surface is metallic with a matte brown tarnish film.  

There are areas around the edges that are covered with a thin green  

corrosion product. (DS)  

Measurements: D., 13.5 cm.; Max. H., 27.5 cm.; H. of handle, 14.8  

cm.; W. of extension, 3.5 'cm.; Narrow W. of extension, 1.7 cm.; W.  

of extension at base of disc 3 cm.; W. of top of handle, 2.7 cm.; W.  
of terminal, 1.4 cm.; Weight, 282.6 gr.  

Circular mirror with concave-sided extension flaring 
out at the bottom and massive, modelled handle terminat-
ing in an animal's head. There is no central indentation. 

Obverse, a groove surrounds the disc, separating it 
from the edge and running into the extension as far as the 
points. The handle is divided into three sections by four 
grooves cutting across it horizontally: a ram's head termi-
nal, a central section set off by two horizontal grooves with 
a relief band in the center, and a short section above join-
ing the extension. The extension is ornamented with a styl-
ized acanthus-leaf motif rising out of two pointed leaves, 
forming a base for the flame-shaped motif which intrudes 
into the medallion area. (Cf. Nos. 3, 17 for the flame 
motif; and see e.g. REBUFFAT, Louvre 2, Nos. 43, 53, 60, 
78, etc.). The sides of the curved handle slope inward, 
forming a rounded ridge running down the handle. Below, 
the ram's head of the terminal (cf. Nos. 11, 17; WiIAi, 
Malstria, 11, fig. 1:5) is indicated by grooves and incised 
relief lines, its mouth by a small horizontal line at the muz-
zle. But the craftsman has shown only some of the features 
typical of this type of terminal (see No. 1): the hair, V-shaped 
lines for the nose, and the rounded muzzle. 

The word cracna is engraved on the lower section of 
the disc. 

Reverse, the handle decoration is typical of many mir-
rors with cast handle, deeply hollowed out throughout 




